The title of my talk is “Freedom, Mass Incarceration, and Racism in the Age of Obama.” Let us start with freedom. Who—other than law professors asked to riff on the topic—actually talk at length about freedom anymore? Two groups come to mind: marketing types and militia members. (I would have said “Tea Party” instead of “militia” members, but the alliteration of marketing and militia was irresistible.) From the marketer’s point of view, freedom is understood as freedom to do something—specifically, to consume. From the militia member’s viewpoint, it is understood as freedom from: freedom from government. This conjures a disturbing image of the freest person in the United States: the militia militant with a gun strapped to his hip standing at a Subway counter trying to decide which foot-long sandwich to buy for just five bucks. This is a frivolous image, but also a telling one. Obviously in a talk about mass incarceration I am going to be deeply sympathetic to the idea of freedom as freedom from government-imposed constraint. Yet there are lessons in the freedom to consume that also go to the relationship between government and liberty. Freedom to consume has two inseparable aspects: choice and constraint. Choice—in the sense that you are empowered to choose what you want, in domains as trivial as sandwich fixings, and, more profoundly, in terms of exercising autonomy and volition to craft a full sense of self and to shape your relationship with others—is essential to full human flourishing. But choice is almost always constrained—without that five bucks, you get no foot-long sandwich. Choice is invariably partially a function of constraint: the illusory ideal of full choice presupposes the absence of constraint. Here, the five bucks symbolizes a significant source of constraint in the modern world, where so much of our lives has been commodified and translated into dollar terms. Five bucks barely seems
like any constraint at all, until it is. Food becomes both a subject of choice and an element of constraint. Human flourishing is hardly possible when you are hungry. There are, of course, other notable necessities that quickly emerge as basic prerequisites for the meaningful exercise of autonomy and volition in defining the self and relationships with others. Shelter and education come to mind, as does health care—yes, health care, that current boogeyman of the Tea Party and our militia member.

Now there is something likely to get our locked and loaded Subway Minute Man riled up: government involvement in ensuring adequate health care for all. How can this be? There is a resurgent idea today that freedom can only mean freedom from government, and that freedom to consume, or more generally to flourish, cannot in any way be aided by government. This notion, so dear to the right, holds that there is a single relationship between freedom and government, and that it is an inimical one. This notion that government is always a threat to our freedom should come as something of a shock in 2010, for it has been a century since its heyday in American law and, since then, the country has learned some hard lessons that many are trying hard to suppress. The notion that government has no role in aiding us in our efforts to be free takes us back to late-nineteenth century libertarianism, to a view of autonomous individuals jealous of their prerogatives to struggle and thrive (or for the masses struggle and starve) in a supposedly naturally-ordained market. This Spencerian vision of society foundered in the face of rising national markets and increasing wealth inequality at the turn of the last century and finally failed in the tumult of the Great Depression. The New Deal represented the ascendance of the notion that government could be both a threat as well as an aid to freedom, that by arranging market relations and providing fundamental goods like education and food, government could help individuals overcome embedded impediments few or none would be able to surmount on his own. The question then becomes: why has the primitive vision of old-fashioned libertarianism recrudesced? What impels this atavistic conception of freedom when so many—and indeed so many of those rallying around it—desperately need the help of government?

To understand how a vision of government as a source of freedom has come to be tarnished, we must look to those to whom the state has denied freedom most forcefully—the imprisoned. As a society, we deny freedom to the imprisoned most prosaically on the physical level, through the simple expedient of caging them. Beyond the brute fact of incarceration, the
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shift from rehabilitation toward a punitive regime within prisons can be understood as a massive denial of freedom. We deny prisoners today virtually all opportunities for self-improvement, be that through education or job training or counseling. Their fates are to sit in a barred room and waste away, cut off from society—many of them cut off from family and community contact. Consider, as just one tiny facet of this, the decision on the part of many states to allow predatory pricing on collect phone calls made from prison. States (and, with their acquiescence, private industry) generate tremendous revenue by imposing exorbitant rates on the phone calls that prisoners make to their families. Social contact, so crucial to human flourishing, has been monetized in a fashion designed to extract from the most vulnerable—those with the fewest choices and the scantest resources—revenue the states otherwise refuse to raise through taxes on the wealthiest and most privileged. The imprisoned are condemned, in the words Orlando Patterson used to describe slavery, to social death and, as a final insult, to exploitation of their need to talk to family.

What is the connection between mass incarceration and libertarianism? You know, and I know, that it is not the seemingly obvious connection someone from another country might guess. It is emphatically not the case that those rallying around the battle cry of freedom also clamor against the prison complex and the dramatic rise of the carceral state. On the contrary, and oh so perversely, those likely to fly the Tea Party banner are also likely to vote for tough-on-crime measures that increase the prison population. The resurgence of antipathy toward government overreaching is not fueled by mass imprisonment; on the contrary, it fuels the war on crime and, more recently, the war on illegal immigrants as criminals.

Today, libertarianism and mass incarceration share the same roots: racism.

I do not mean by this that racism is an autonomous social force driving antipathy toward the government and also encouraging the criminalization of nonwhites. That is, I do not argue that racism is the root of the problem. Instead, my claim is that racism has operated for the last four decades as a way to stimulate hostility toward the welfare state. By the welfare state, I mean the state that emerged more than a century ago, geared toward regulating the market on behalf of the public, rather than solely the powerful, and dedicated to redistributivist transfer policies that


use taxes on the wealthy to help provide basic services for the poor. State efforts to help the poor were recast during the Civil Rights Movement as efforts to help nonwhites—and nonwhites, simultaneously, were cast as undeserving, and more pointedly, as cheats and criminals. 9 We cannot understand what happened to modern liberalism, from the New Deal to the New Society to the end of welfare as we know it, without focusing on how racism has been manipulated to distort our sense of connection with one another. Appeals to racism have been used to deny freedom to hundreds of thousands of nonwhites immured in our prisons and caught up in the war on crime. But it has also denied freedom to the poor and middle class in America—nonwhite and white alike—insofar as it has justified a war against progressive government. To rescue modern liberalism, we must deeply engage with persistent racism in American society, including pervasive race-baiting in American politics.

In this talk, I proceed in four parts. The first part addresses the recent turn away from all open discussions of race, especially by liberals. I highlight this aspect of the racial present both because it makes more unlikely the prescription that we save the welfare state by more thoroughly engaging race: I next discuss racialized mass incarceration, explaining its origins in terms of a backlash against the Civil Rights Movement. Third, I use this description of backlash to advance a theory of racism—what I term here racial stratification—as a way to better comprehend how race distorts our society today. Finally, by way of conclusion, using racialized mass incarceration and racial stratification, I return to the claim that in order to recover a meaningful sense of modern liberalism, we need to forthrightly engage continuing racial dynamics.

Part one. We are now ostensibly and happily a post-racial society. Or put differently, Barack Obama is our president. Obama seems to mark the arrival of a post-racial society on several different levels. To begin with, Obama signifies the end of race as a caste system. 10 For most of this country’s history, and certainly in the south, race operated along lines of caste in the sense that almost every member of the dominant group stood in a position of superiority relative to almost every member of the subordinate group. 11 Today, though, when you have a black man as President, it is clear that race is no longer operating as caste. This is not to say caste has entirely disappeared, of course. As Justice Brennan warned in the early 1980s in Plyler v. Doe, we continue to stand in danger of erecting a new

---

caste system that relegates to the bottom a “shadow population” of undocumented immigrants.\textsuperscript{12} I will come back to this in the conclusion, this sense that caste has yet to be fully eradicated in American life. Even so, however, by and large race no longer functions as a caste system in the United States.

Pursuing the significance of the 2008 election a bit further, Obama marks the arrival of a post-racial society in the sense that he is multiracial. His multiracial identity points us to demographic changes that have significantly altered the calculus of race in the United States. Those demographic changes extend beyond the rapid rise of a multiracial group whose presence and politics challenge the idea that races are monolithic, discrete, biologically distinct groups.\textsuperscript{13} Perhaps the most significant demographic change, from a racial point of view, is the rapid rise of the Latino population. Latin Americans for several decades have composed the largest immigrant group in the United States, and this trend will continue, if not accelerate.\textsuperscript{14} “Not even closing the border would significantly disrupt this development, [since] domestic births currently outpace immigration as the primary source of Latino population growth.”\textsuperscript{15} The Latino population in the United States increased 58\% between 1990 and 2000, and this group, the largest minority in the country, now accounts for more than one of every eight Americans.\textsuperscript{16} This growth de-centers blacks, as they are now outnumbered by Latinos. And it helps de-center whites as well. Demographically, the United States will not for very much longer be a white-majority country, at least numerically speaking. One sees, then, a sustained erosion of the white-black dynamic in terms of race in the United States.

We are, in addition, post-racial in the important sense that this seems to describe liberal politics toward race. In \textit{The Audacity of Hope}, his 2006 book, Obama argued that “[a]n emphasis on universal, as opposed to race-specific, programs isn’t just good policy; it’s also good politics.”\textsuperscript{17} To explain this position, he recounted a formative experience sitting in the Illinois senate, listening to a black colleague representing an inner-city district decry racism, only to have a liberal white colleague lean over to him and whisper, “You know what the problem is with John? Whenever I
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hear him, he makes me feel more white.”

Calling his white colleague’s comments “instructive,” Obama drew the following lesson: “Rightly or wrongly, white guilt has largely exhausted itself in America; even the most fair-minded of whites, those who would genuinely like to see racial inequality ended and poverty relieved, tend to push back against suggestions of racial victimization—or race-specific claims based on the history of race discrimination in this country.” The implication, for Obama, was that social justice should be pursued not through “proposals that solely benefit minorities and dissect Americans into ‘us’ and ‘them,’” but through “universal appeals . . . that help all Americans (schools that teach, jobs that pay, health care for everyone who needs it, a government that helps out after a flood) . . . even if such strategies disproportionately help minorities.”

In a recent interview with a group of black-owned radio stations, Obama explained his stance this way: “I can’t pass laws that say I’m just helping black folks. I’m the president of the United States. What I can do is make sure that I am passing laws that help all people, particularly those who are most vulnerable and most in need. That in turn is going to help lift up the African-American community.” Obama here advocates a post-racial politics, a politics that treats race as if it is irrelevant to the discussion and resolution of important public policy issues.

Finally, we are post-racial in the sense that we live in a society in which the dominant ideology of race is colorblindness. Colorblindness constitutes the dominant way in which we engage race—whether legally, politically, or in everyday discourse. But what does colorblindness entail? On one level, colorblindness demands that government not make distinctions on the basis of race—this is the standard equal protection version of colorblindness that prohibits affirmative action.

More importantly for our purposes, colorblindness at the level of public discourse tells us that the first person to mention race is the racist, an indictment frequently made through the claim that someone is “playing the race card.” The result is a striking unwillingness on the part of liberals to talk openly about race. Think for a moment about Hurricane Katrina. The images from that epic
tragedy could not have more clearly laid bare the continuing racial torsion in America. Yet few if any political leaders dared to speak out about the enduring problem of race. For his part, Obama dismissed the notion that race played any role, saying of the chronic delays that multiplied the misery of the hurricane and its aftermath, the “incompetence was colorblind.” There has been a flight from race on the part of liberals that corresponds with a conservative attack on anyone who dares to speak about the continuing relevance of race. So to sum up, there have been dramatic improvements in the nature of racial subordination in the United States. There are, in addition, rapidly changing demographics that are eroding a white-black dynamic. On top of that, we live in an era in which conservative and liberal politicians alike urge us to eschew any mention of race. In this context, we must confront the reality of racialized mass incarceration.

**Part two.** Even the most cursory engagement with American criminal justice at the start of the twenty-first century drives home the twin points that the United States puts people under the control of the correctional system at an anomalously high rate, and that it shuts behind bars an overwhelmingly disproportionate number of black and brown persons. A 2009 report shows that one in every thirty-one adults in the United States is in prison or on parole or probation; broken down by race, that is one in every eleven African-Americans, one in twenty-seven Latinos, and one in forty-five whites. These two facts—extremely high rates of subjection to the carceral system and the highly disproportionate targeting of non-whites—form the essence of racialized mass incarceration.

Even when expressed in the cold nomenclature of statistics, the toll of racialized mass incarceration is deeply disturbing. Between 1970 and 2003, the number of people in state and federal prisons serving at least one year behind bars rose from around 200,000 to 1.4 million. At the end of that period, county jails warehoused another 700,000 persons either awaiting trial or serving sentences of under a year, while a further 4.7 million persons were on probation or parole. Putting these numbers to-
gether leads to the harrowing truth that in 2003 the correctional system held under its coercive thumb more than one in every twenty adult males in the United States. 30 This incarceration rate, the highest in the world, exceeds the highest rate in Europe by five hundred percent. 31 The United States has five percent of the world’s population, but immures twenty-five percent of the planet’s prisoners. 32

This “rage to punish” 33 targets primarily poor African-Americans and Latinos. 34 It does not, of course, entirely spare whites, who have also seen their rate of incarceration rise, if not as precipitously. 35 Nevertheless, for poor blacks and browns—and for poor, young, uneducated black men in particular—a year or more in prison is now excruciatingly common. This is especially so for young black men who fail to complete high school: their incarceration rate stands at a 32.4%, meaning that at any given point nearly one in three languishes behind bars. 36 Shifting from the rate of imprisonment within the population to the risk of incarceration during adulthood, by 1999 a black man born in the late 1960s had a one-in-five chance of going to prison for at least a year; for men in that cohort who dropped out of high school, the risk of imprisonment surged to a staggering 59%. 37 Note that these last numbers understate the full reach of the criminal system, as they do not count the hundreds of thousands jailed for less than a year. 38 Nor do they count the dramatic increase in the number of incarcerated women, again primarily African-American. The crime control system, as Glenn Loury argues, is a “monstrous social machine that is grinding poor black communities to dust.” 39

This is racialized mass incarceration. It is the right place from which to consider what has happened with freedom, not just in terms of imprisonment, but also in terms of a modern liberal conception of a state willing to help people. It is the right place because of the justice dimension and the human rights dimension for those put behind bars. And at the same time, the origins of racialized mass incarceration tell us about what happened to the New Deal consensus about the role of the government.
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Sociologists and political scientists have recently persuasively argued that the rise of mass imprisonment reflects a backlash against the Civil Rights Movement.⁴⁰ The legislation that laid the groundwork for the war on crime first appeared in the mid-1960s, a time during which the country experienced a surging sense of social disorder.⁴¹ To a certain extent, popular anxiety about social disorganization reflected numerous non-racial factors, including the economy, protests against the Vietnam War, political mobilization on college campuses, the counter-culture movement generally, and the sense of social crisis engendered by the demands for women’s and gay rights. Perhaps most potently, though, rapidly shifting race relations spurred a sense of social breakdown. Across the country, political mobilization by multiple nonwhite communities, whether African-American, Latino, Native American, or Asian, destabilized a settled racial hierarchy and concomitantly contributed to an escalating sense of social crisis.⁴²

Many elected officials opposing civil rights used the language of “law and order” to respond to and, in turn, stoke racial anxiety among whites. This rhetoric partly reflected the ready availability of this frame. From the inception of the mass Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s, southern politicians had disparaged racial activists as “lawbreakers”—as indeed they were.⁴³ In the Jim Crow regions, citizens had long pressed basic equality demands through lawbreaking: sit-ins and freedom rides purposefully violated segregation statutes in order to challenge white-supremacist social norms.⁴⁴ Paradoxically, though, the very success of the Civil Rights Movement created an incentive to take this vocabulary of crime to new levels. The Civil Rights Movement made the frank espousal of white supremacy unacceptable. A different language was needed to express racial anxiety without seeming to contravene ascendant norms of racial egalitarianism. The stage thus set, “crime” became the new lexicon of race.

In 1964, Barry Goldwater, in his quest for the White House, warned the country that “[c]rime grows faster than population, while those who break the law are accorded more consideration than those who try to enforce the law. . . . Our wives, all women, feel unsafe on our streets.”⁴⁵ With success among southern whites suggesting the power of his message, other politicians echoed and amplified Goldwater’s theme. In 1965, President Lyndon Johnson took up the crime issue, delivering his first presiden-
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tial address specifically on crime and sending a legislative anti-crime agenda to Congress. 46 By the late 1960s, "law and order" had become a surrogate expression for concern over the increasing power of the Civil Rights Movement. 47 In national politics, Richard Nixon made law and order a de facto campaign slogan and rode it to victory in the 1968 presidential election. "Crime" served as a potent synonym for the threatening presence and demands of nonwhites. In viewing one of his own campaign advertisements, Nixon once exulted: "[It] hits it right on the nose. It's all about law and order and the damn Negro-Puerto Rican groups out there." 48 Rather than challenging the politics of racial fear mongering, Democratic politicians almost immediately acceded to it. They sought to out-do Republicans in symbolic pandering to the white electorate. This translated into a competitive bidding war to prove who was tougher on crime. 49 The result, after several decades, is the carceral state we know today.

A focus on race and the carceral system remains incomplete, however, without tying the racial politics of crime to the racial politics of welfare. Beginning in the 1960s conservative leaders also sought to use racial anxiety, and social anxiety in general, to gain support for anti-welfare politics. 50 Despite having been discredited by the Great Depression and repudiated by the New Deal, libertarianism came back by linking the poor to people of color, and nonwhites to crime. 51 The New Deal witnessed the rise of a social consensus that large-scale forces, largely immune to personal effort, frequently trapped the poor. 52 The welfare state aimed to help the poor overcome those structural barriers. This consensus came under attack under the guise of opposition to civil rights. 53 The language of law-breaking promoted a social vision of individual failure rooted in moral depravity. Suddenly we confronted the specter of the undeserving poor. 54

Stumping in 1965, then-Speaker of the House Gerald Ford demanded to know:

How long are we going to abdicate law and order—the backbone of any civilization—in favor of a soft social theory that the man
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who heaves a brick through your window or tosses a firebomb into your car is simply the misunderstood and underprivileged product of a broken home?55

Ford did not need to emphasize the racial identity of those who tossed bricks and firebombs and then hid behind the excuse of broken families. Daniel Moynihan left no doubt about their race in his famous 1965 report on blacks and welfare:

[A] community that allows large numbers of young men to grow up in broken families, dominated by women, never acquiring any stable relationships to male authority, never acquiring any set of rational expectations about the future—that community asks for and gets chaos. Crime, violence, unrest, disorder, are not only to be expected, but they are very near to inevitable. And they are richly deserved.56

Richly deserved!

Since the late 1960s, Republicans and Democrats have competed by punishing criminals and welfare cheats. Posturing through ever-more punitive crime policies and ever-more restrictive social programs, federal and state party politics drove mass imprisonment and, at the same time, dismantled the social safety net.57 A racialized fear of crime and a racialized distaste for the poor have remained central elements of American electoral politics for the last four decades. Racial politics have refashioned the state; we have simultaneously built an enormous carceral system and dismantled our ability to provide for the health, safety, and welfare of the public.

Here I want to start using a term that was first introduced by Michael Omi and Howard Winant. They refer to the “racial state.”58 They use the term to emphasize that the state does not stand above the racial fray, but is itself thoroughly immersed in racial contests.59 There is, though, another way of seeing the state as racial: disputants may present the state itself as having a racial identity. Consider in this vein the backlash against the Civil Rights Movement and against state efforts to promote social welfare. Rather than seeing the state as immersed in racial conflicts, conservatives depicted the state (and certainly the Democratic Party) as captured by...
nonwhites. The state became a racial state in the sense of being by and for blacks. It supposedly coddled persons of color through civil rights laws. It refused to hold them accountable out of tender regard for the rights of criminals. It spent massively on their welfare, education, and other needs. And it hired and promoted incompetent nonwhites under the guise of affirmative action. Caricatures of the local welfare office—with persons of color not only standing before but also sitting behind the counter, outnum-bering and displacing whites—became the image of the dysfunctional state promoted by racial reactionaries.60

The right has promoted a libertarian anti-statist agenda that is, in large part, opposition to the black state. This is not your typical 19th century libertarianism deeply concerned with the coercive power of the government, especially as wielded through the criminal apparatus (think of the values that animate the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Eighth Amendments—four out of the ten amendments constituting our Bill of Rights aim to protect individuals from government overreaching in the criminal law area). True, the new libertarianism has dismantled the welfare state. But it also has dramatically increased the power and reach of the carceral state. What links these? It is not opposition to the state in the traditional sense. It is opposition to the black state.

Part three. Perhaps at this point we are ready for some good news: Obama won. And this is very good news indeed, especially if you take seriously the backlash story. Obama’s election broke the electoral pattern, established after the signing of the major civil rights acts of the 1960s, in which Democrats only won the presidency by nearly splitting the white vote in half.61 This alone may promise a fundamental political shift, for it suggests that Democrats no longer need compete so aggressively for the votes of an anxious white electorate through racially coded anti-welfarist and tough-on-crime appeals. And then there is the sheer fact of a black man standing in front of the seal of the President of the United States of America. The power of race stems almost as much from its cultural meaning as its material impact, making the symbolism of a black presidential visage enormously forceful. So dare we predict an end to racism or, more concretely, to some of the major features of contemporary racial subordin-ation such as racialized mass incarceration? If one accepts the political
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story tracing current penal policy to electoral competition conducted in the racial proxy language of crime, there is reason to anticipate a slowing down and perhaps even a dismantling of the carceral state, especially given its high costs in a time of increasing fiscal constraint.

Or maybe not. Maybe the electoral pattern of the last four decades has not been so much broken as temporarily suspended, in large part because of the economic crisis that preceded Obama's election. In turn, as that crisis continues to linger, perhaps hard times will again, as they have in the past, spur resurgent racism and xenophobia. Indeed, perhaps this helps explain the explosive growth of the Tea Party movement. So should we be optimistic that racialized mass incarceration is over?

Let me conceptualize racism in a way that may help us get a better handle on the current moment. The backlash story introduces an element that is otherwise missing in legal theories of racism: that racism is functional, that racism is helpful, that racism helps people achieve something. If you think about the dominant theories regarding racism, they largely neglect this basic fact. Intentional theories of discrimination emphasize malice, as if the intent behind deploying race reduces to a bare desire to harm. Rational choice models of racism posit that the use of race involves nothing more solid, or sordid, than a desire to increase efficiency—race allows rational actors to lower information costs by relying on easily observed characteristics as proxies, however rough, for traits that are more costly to detect directly. Cognitive theories of racial discrimination shift attention altogether away from conscious motive and intent. Finally, institutional accounts go even further in eliminating strategic action, offering theories that lack not only intent, but even actors. Whatever the ver-
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sion, these various theories have largely dropped the question of whether race serves important cultural, political, or material interests. The backlash narrative, in contrast, places the electoral interests and policy preferences of party officials at center stage. Race emerges not simply as an emotional eruption, efficient shortcut, cognitive habit, or institutional tic, but as a central means of ordering and rationalizing the distribution of resources, broadly conceived.

To develop a model of racism that takes seriously the insight that race is often used a means to an end, I have drawn on the insights proffered by Douglas Massey, one of the leading contemporary scholars of social inequality. Massey explains group stratification in terms of two fundamental components that together produce "categorical inequality": the creation of social categories and the misdistribution of resources between those groupings. In terms of the misdistribution of resources, Massey distinguishes between "exploitation," the expropriation of resources from one group by another, and "hoarding," the exclusion of one group by another from previously acquired resources. Applying Massey's insights to race, I have proposed that we talk about racism as a system of "racial stratification." Following Massey, racial stratification should be understood to rest on two pillars: first, race is constructed, and second, this construction occurs in the context of efforts to justify exploitation broadly conceived.

Skipping a detailed elaboration of the theory, here's what I like about this model. First, it tells us that race and power constitute each other. Race is not a natural phenomenon. Races exist because we as a society have created races. Second, this model emphasizes that race is functional—it is geared toward the misallocation of resources. How should we conceptualize these resources? Most crudely, of course, one should think of material resources, of brute dollars. I will circle back to that, but it is important to emphasize that racial stratification is not built on material exploitation alone. Instead, it encompasses struggles over control of the state. Think of the discussion of the backlash dynamics in which elections—and more fundamentally state policies toward wealth redistribution and welfare—were conducted in the proxy language of crime and race. It also encompasses resources understood as group position. Reflecting further on race and crime, partly what is at stake is a sense of group status:
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which group is law abiding and deserving of respect; which group is threatening and shot through with criminal tendencies. Even more fundamentally, race becomes a means to contest the legitimacy of the social order. Thus, we can comprehend Moynihan’s report: his rhetoric paints a social order trapping the poor in ghettos as fair, as deserved, and ultimately, as warranted.  

Now, back to the notion that racial stratification involves contests over material resources. Slavery arose as a brutal system of labor extraction that required some sort of justification; that justification was race. Also consider the dispossession of Native Americans; taking others’ lands again required some type of rationalization and race offered a legitimating story. To be sure, those sorts of nakedly exploitative practices are not typical today. Nevertheless, race remains centrally concerned with resource allocation, though more typically in the form of hoarding. By hoarding I mean efforts to protect the resources previously and illegitimately arrogated by whites. Consider the demands of the late-stage Civil Rights Movement. The call was for more than just formal equality. The movement demanded, in effect, access to schools, access to places of employment, access to political power, the redistribution of wealth through effective welfare programs. It is against those demands that we see the language of black criminality deployed. Put differently, what we have so far described as a backlash toward civil rights can also be conceptualized as racial hoarding, as the effort of whites to use race to explain why they should get to keep the resources—material, state, and cultural—that they had previously taken for themselves.

Here is the last thing I like about racial stratification. It tells us that race and class are inseverably connected, as race is bound to poverty and tied to prosperity. We tend to think of race and wealth as only accidentally correlated, but of course they are not linked merely because, by some accident, nonwhites are disproportionately poor. The whole point of racial stratification lies in justifying practices of exploitation, so necessarily race and class are connected. This interrelationship is not only material, it is also cultural. Consider the bromide that we are all middle class; race lies just below the surface. Who makes up the “we” in that statement? Or consider the Horatio Alger myth of upward mobility. Race is implicitly there too; for the myth of easy upward mobility explains success in terms of individual effort rather than in terms of structural advantage—in terms,
that is, of white effort absent white privilege. What, then, of those denied upward mobility, whether through the structural impediments built up over decades and centuries of group exploitation or through barriers of race and class prejudice? When we talk of class in the United States, we inevitably also talk of race—perhaps only implicitly but always inescapably.

**Part Four.** Now, how should we think about racialized mass incarceration if we take seriously racial stratification? Certainly the backlash story suggests an optimistic outlook. But this depends on conceptualizing race as a handy rhetorical tool lying around ready to be picked up and used as a superficial group divider which can be easily manipulated. The stratification model tells us that race is not superficial at all, but is instead deeply embedded in our society. The conjunction of race and resources gives race daily meaning. Moreover, race remains functional, meaning people (and politicians) constantly turn to race as a weapon in competition over resources.

Try this another way. On March 24, 2010, two articles in the *New York Times* appeared side by side. One of them reported that in the wake of the fiscal crisis California was opening its prison doors. This sounds like the culmination of the backlash story, with fiscal crisis thrown in. Not only is racialized mass incarceration over as politics, but it is also, for fiscal reasons, spreading pain among the states. The other article focused on Arizona and reported that it stood poised to pass a law making it criminal trespass for any undocumented immigrant to be present in the state. Here we see another set of racial dynamics. After 9/11, we developed a national panic around the notion that the United States was under attack by foreigners or, more particularly, by nonwhite foreigners. This led to a particular hysteria with respect to people understood as Muslims or Arabs. In turn, though, this has bled over into a notion that undocumented workers represent a threat to the national security of the United States. Meanwhile, these immigrants play an important role in our economy as a source of low-wage labor—at least in part, of course, because they lack documentation. Racialized mass incarceration of the sort that was born four decades ago may (or may not) be easing. Whatever the case, a new racial politics seems to be emerging, one in which the nation fears not just


blacks, but also Latinos, especially when constructed as illegal aliens. In 2007, among people sentenced to go to federal prison, 40% were Latinos.\textsuperscript{80}

What does "racial stratification" tell us about a new national campaign to provide health care, or to invest in schools or the national infrastructure, or more generally, about the reappearance of a robust modern liberalism? It means we cannot go forward, we cannot respond to the new libertarianism without understanding that this new libertarianism is not hostile toward the state in general. No, it conjures a frightening specter of a state that is by and for nonwhites. That too helps us understand the reaction to Obama's election. The folks who are up in arms are responding to forty years of propaganda teaching them to be afraid of the black state—which is now personified by a black president.

Let me return, at last, to our gun-toting militia member standing in a Subway. That person would surely benefit from a robust commitment to freedom on the part of the state, a commitment by the state to reign in the use of coercive force and the burgeoning carceral system, and also a commitment on the part of the state to take seriously its unique ability to facilitate full human flourishing. But though our militant would benefit, he is burdened by the incredible impediment of race, the impediment of seeing and fearing the black state. With the militant we might agree, it is time to dismantle the black state. But by that we should intend not to dismantle government, but to breakdown the racial ideology that has painted the state as black. Freedom today, in its modern, liberal sense, requires a deep engagement with race. It requires this in order to understand and respond to racialized mass incarceration. And it requires a deep engagement with race, rather than its post-racial avoidance, if we are to recuperate liberalism in general.
